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Session 7 – Retailing 
 

Bridgend County Borough Council’s Rebuttal Statement 
 
 
Qn3a.  How could the site contribute to improved highway 

access? 
 
Mango Planning for K&W Developments Ltd state that the “site is adjacent 
to both the Co-op store and local authority owned swimming pool / leisure 
site, both of which have substandard highway access.” 
 
The Council’s Highways department has indicated that they do not believe 
the existing accesses to these sites to be substandard. In any event, a 
proposal to redevelop the under-utilised land within these other areas, 
and enhance the highway access by using the representation site, would 
need to be accompanied by a Transport Assessment to take into account 
the impacts on the Pyle Cross junction, as well as the junction of Heol 
Mostyn and the A48. The development could also encourage increased 
non-industrial vehicular movements onto Heol Mostyn whose primary 
function is for access to the wider Industrial Estate.   
 
Qn3c.  Has the site been marketed for employment use? 
 
Mango Planning for K&W Developments state that the site has been 
marketed for employment uses since 2006 with no interest and enclose 
the marketing particulars.  
 
The particulars themselves show a certain reluctance on behalf of the 
landowner to release the land for industrial development when they state 
it could be released for other uses. Whilst this may be permissible under 
Policy REG2 of the LDP (and indeed under Policy E7 of the UDP) this would 
need to be considered on an application-by-application basis.  
 
The Council’s Property department understand that the site is being 
marketed at values which are in excess of typical industrial land values. 
This demonstrates that the site could be being artificially held back from 
the market for employment purposes.  
 
Qn3d.  Is the site deliverable as an employment site having 

regard to the Representor’s comments about the lack 
of a market for speculative employment development 
and the availability of other accommodation? 
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Session 7 – Retailing – Matters and Issues 

 
Mango Planning for K&W Developments quote selectively from agents 
interviewed as part of the 2010 Employment Land Review to justify the 
reallocation of their site and maintain that: “there is not realistic 
employment market for this site and its continued allocation for 
employment use will continue to sterilise it from other job creating 
development such as retail”. 
 
The LDP allocates flexibility on employment uses through the application 
of Policy REG2. The Council’s response in Session 1: Strategy 
demonstrates the breadth of development which could take place under 
this policy.  
 
Additionally, the Council’s Property Department, in liaison with local 
agents consider that there is a good market for land and buildings on 
Village Farm Industrial Estate, as evidence of the steady take-up of land 
already demonstrates, with properties which came up for sale on the 
estate recently selling in excess of their asking price.  
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